


Play Cops & Robbers in real life

Multiplayer game designed for LBE
Set up competitions & events on the fly with 
customizable room sizes and number of players.

Fun to play & fun to watch 
Root for your favorite team or join the action!



Launch And Go!
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Players   
2-12 

Flexible playground sizing 
Up to 300sqm / 3200sqft 

Hardware 
Plug & Play wireless VR: Quest or Pico

Game modes 
Player vs players

Team vs team

Spectator view 
Stream multiple angles 

Specs
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 Set your game length, room size & number of players

Hit start & enjoy the action, no tutorials required

Switch groups, change names & restart!

Don’t miss a moment of action: virtual livestreams & 
multiple spectator views to watch, root & cheer

Encourage replay, competitions & events; 
realtime leaderboards track players & scores



PPM Fixed Fixed

$0,12 $175/month $1750/year

per minute

Per player

Monthly

per headset per headset

Yearly



About the team

Email us: info@rodstudios.nl
Excited? Let’s go!

          Testimonial VRKADE Canada
Cops vs Robbers Free Roam game is a refreshing addition to wireless VR-
based arenas. Exceptional character art, thought to detail, and enjoyable 
game-play. You play as either a cop or robber in an exhilarating shoot-out in-
side a bank vault! Setup is a breeze, the art is beautiful and the game-play 
is electrifying. Cops vs Robbers is a top performer in our arcade system.

The team consists of 6 Dutch VR enthusiasts. It’s commercial manager is also the CEO of vresports.com, with 5 years of experience with multiple self-managed VR Arcades. 
With in-house developers who worked on multiple titles such as World of Diving and Arizona Sunshine and have traveled across the world installing LBVR solutions. Based on 
the experience gained from receiving over 300.000 customers and constant feedback from personnel, we created a game that’s favorable for customers ánd operators.

Jason van Hierden
CEO/Owner VRKade 


